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ESTIMATION IN A SPECIAL STRUCTURE 
OF THE LINEAR MODEL 
GEJZA WIMMER 
(Communicated by Anatolij Dvureěnskij) 
ABSTRACT. The paper shows locally best linear-quadratic unbiased estimators 
in linear model, where the dispersions depend quadratically on mean value pa­
rameters . Investigated are the cases of full rank design matrix and of design 
matrix with one linear dependent row. Determined is also the existence of these 
estimators in all investigated cases and situations. 
Introduction 
If in the well-known regression model (Y, X/3, .£) the dispersion matrix is of 
the form 
/ ( a + 6|ei.X/J|)2 0 ^ ... 0 \ 
0 (a + 6|e^X/3|)2 ... 0 
£ = a2£(/3) = o2 
V 0 ... (a + 6KX/3|)2/ 
we obtain a linear model of measurement with variances depending on the mean 
value parameters. In this model the result of observations is a realization of a 
random vector YU)i with mean value £p(Y) = X/3 (Xn>jt is a known design 
matrix, /3fc,i £ Rfc is the vector of unknown parameters). The covariance matrix 
of the random vector Y is £ , where a, b and a2 are known positive constants, 
eft is the transpose of the z-th unity vector. 
The motivation behind the model is based on the fact that a large class of 
measurement devices has its dispersion characteristic of the form a2 (a + b\(p\) , 
A MS S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 62J05, 62F10. 
K e y w o r d s : Linear model, Variances depending on the mean value parameters, Locally 
best linear-quadratic unbiased estimator (LBLQUE). 
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where (p is the true measured value (see e.g. [1, p . 28], [6, p. 456,914]) and the 
measurements are independent. 
Locally best linear unbiased estimators and uniformly best linear unbiased 
estimators of linear functionals of parameter /3 in this model are investigated 
in [7]. 
The aim of the paper is to investigate the /30 -locally best linear-quadratic 
unbiased estimators ((30 -LBLQUE) of the elements of the covariance matrix in 
this model. 
We investigate the (30 -LBLQUE of the elements of the covariance matrix if 
the design matrix is of full rank in rows (in Section 2, Corollary 2.2). 
Further we investigate this (30 -LBLQUE in the case R(X) = n — 1 5j k 
( R(X) is the rank of the matrix X ). In this case we distinguish three situations: 
(i) the linear dependent row is equal to another row multiplied by 7 , 
where 7 7̂  0 and |-y| ^ 1 (in Section 3, Theorem 3.10), 
(ii) the linear dependent row is equal to another row multiplied by 7 , 
where I7I = 1 (in Section 4, Theorem 4.10), 
(hi) the linear dependent row is a linear combination of two or more other 
rows (in Section 5, Theorem 5.4). 
The existence of the j30 -LBLQUE of the covariance matrix elements in situ-
ations (i), (ii) and (iii) is determined in Section 6. 
With regard to the complicated problem we shall show the methodics of 
solution on relative simple cases, which enables us to generalization. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let us rearrange the rows in the .matrix X to obtain the matrix 
-(íO-C"*-"*)*" 
\ - i • where Xi is a matrix of order R(X) x k and E = X2X /1(XiX
,
1) is of order 
(n-R(X)) xR(X). 
In the same way we rearrange the coordinates of Y and the rows of the 
matrix S(/3). We obtain the vector Y and the matrix 
E ( / J ) ~ V O _2(/3)J' 
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where 
S,(/3) = 




(a + b\e' Xlß\)
2J 
S2(/3) = 
/ ( a + ò|e',EX,/3|)2 0 




V 0 < в+Ьl<-«x>E X^l>V 
We get the model 
(Y,X/3,E), (1.1) 
where £ = <r2E(/3). We assume that in this model Y is normally distributed. 
The class of unbiased linear-quadratic estimators of the function 
SO): Kfc — {0} 
in model (1.1) we denote 
0 / g = {bi>nY + Y ' B n , n Y : 5 /3(b
,Y + Y , B Y ) = 0 V{/3 e R*}} . 
THEOREM 1.1. The random variable a 'Y + Y 'AY is the (3Q-LBLQUE 
(/30 - locally best linear-quadratic unbiased estimator) of its mean value in (1.1) 
if and only if 
V{T0 e Oiq} £p0 (T0(a'Y + Y'AY)) = 0. 
P r o o f . See in [3, Theorem 3.1 and next Corollary], 
tss of mal 
/ |e ' ,X/3 
|e:, A p | . . . 
KX/3|/ 
Let us denote T> the cla s of matrices B U ) n satisfying the next three condi-
tions 
0 . . . 0 \ 
0 \ '2X/3\ . . . 0 
V{/ЗєIГ} TгB 
V 0 
Tr B = 0, 
n 
X' ( в + O2Ь2Y^ ЄieJBeiв^X = O . 
= 0. (1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Tг B is the trace of B i.e. ^ e |Be г . ) 
г = l 
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THEOREM 1.2. In model (1.1) the random variable b 'Y + Y ' B Y belongs to 
Oiq if and only if b € KerX' = {u 6 K" : X'u = O} and B £ V. 
P r o o f . In model (1.1) there holds 
£>(b'Y + Y 'BY) = b'X/3 + /3'X'BXp + Tr B E 
= b'X0 + f3'X'BX(3 + a2 Tr BE(/3). 
Let b 'Y + Y ' B Y e Olq. We see from (1.5) that for /3 = O 
a2 Tr BE(O) = a2 Tr B(a2I) = a2a2 Tr B = 0 , 
(1.5) 
I.Є. 
TгB = 0. 
If we choose /3 = ae< then for i = 1,2,..., n we get from (1.5) and (1.6) 
ab 'Xe, + a 2 e . X ' B X e , + a2 a2 Tr B 
/ K X e . a l 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 K X e , a | . . . 0 
(1.6) 
+2<72a6TrB 
+a- 2 6 2 TrB 
V 0 ••• |e ' n Xe,a | / 
((e\Xe,a)2 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 (efjXe.a)2 . . . 0 
V 0 
= ab 'Xe, + a 2 e-X'BXe, + 2 |a |a 2 a6Tr B 
/(e ' ,Xe,f 0 
+ a 2 . 2 6 2 T r B ° ^ X e < ) 2 
V o 
That is why for i — 1, 2 , . . . , k 
(e'nXe,a)
2J 
/ |e ' ,Xe. | 0 








/ > i X e , | 0 




ï ' - X e . | / 
o \ 
o 
| e ' „Xe , | / 
= 0 V { a £ R } . 
0 V{a > 0} 
(1.7a) 
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and 
a b ' X e , - 2 a < r 2 a 6 T r B 
/KXe,| 0 ... 0 \ 
' 0 KXei| ... 0 
V o K X e i l / 
= 0 V{a < 0} 
(1.7b) 
hold. 
If for t 6 { l , 2 , . . . , f c } 
T r B 





K X Є І І / 
^o , 
then from (1.7a) 
Ь'XЄІ = -2<r2a6TrB 
/ K X Є І І 0 
0 K X Є І | 
V o 
and from (1.7b) 
Ь'XЄІ =2<т 2 a6TrB 
Thus for such i 
holds. 
If for ie {1,2,...,*} 
/ K X e i | 0 
0 K X Є І | 
V o 
b'Xe, = 0 
o \ 
o 











= 0 , 
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then for such i for all a > 0 
i.e. for such i 
is valid. 
We have obtained 
or, equivalently, 
(1.8) 
If we take into consideration (1.6) and (1.8), we have for b ' Y -f Y ' B Y e 0\ 
according to (1.5) the relation 
b 'Xe . = 0, 
b 'Xe, = 0 
b'X = 0 , 
b e K e r X ' . 
Ąj(Ь'Y + Y ' B Y ) 
b'X/3 + /З'X'BX/3 + 2aba2 Tr B 
(\e\Xf3\ 0 
0 \e'2X/3\ ... 0 
0 \ 
V o 
+ 6 V T T B 
(e[Xßß'Xeг 0 
0 e'2Xßß'X'e2 .. 
\ o 
n 
= /3'X' ( B + a2b2 J2 e .ejBe.e^X/? 
i=i 
(\e[X/3\ 0 
+ 2aba2 Tr 









0 V{/3 є R*}, 
or, equivalently, 
n 










= 0 V{/3 є RAj 1.101 
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The relation (1.9) is valid if and only if 
71 
X' ( B + B ' + 2a2b2 ] T e ^ B e . e ' . ) X = O . ( ì . u ) 
If b 'Y + Y ' B Y G Oiq , then for B the relations (1.6), (1,10) and (1.11) and 
for b the relation (1.8) hold. It is easy to see that conditions (1.6), (1.10), (1.11) 
and (1.8) are also sufficient for B and b in order to b 'Y + Y ' B Y belongs to 
olg. 
Because of the equality 
Y ' B Y - - Y — ~ — Y , 
2 
which is valid for any n x n matrix B , we obtain that 
b 'Y + Y ' B Y : T r B 
/|e',X/J| 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 |e'2X/3| .. . 0 
0 V{/ЗєR*}, 
V 0 ... \e'nX/3\/ 
n 
T r B = 0, X ' ( B + B ' + 2 a 2 f c 2 5 2 e i e ' i B e i e ' i ) x = 0 , b £ KerX ' 
= ^ b ' Y + Y ' D Y : T r D 
1 = 1 
/ |e ' ,Xj9| 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 \e'2Xß\ ... 0 
= 0 V{/ЗЄR*}, 
V 0 ... KX/3|/ 
T r D = 0, X ' ( D + 2 ( T 2 6 2 ^ e i e ; D e j e ; ) x - O , b <E KerX' I 
- {b'Y -I- Y ' D Y : b G Ker X', D G V) . 
(We only remark that here D need not be a symmetric matric.) The theorem 
is proved. 
THEOREM 1.3. In model (1.1) the random variable a 'Y + Y 'AY is the 
/30 -LBLQUE of its mean value (in the class of linear-quadratic estimators) if 
and only if there exists a vector z G R n such that 




V{D G V) 
Tr(D + D'){<r2£(/30)(A + A')£(/30) + 2X /30z'X[(X'); ( E ( / 3 o ) )]'£(/30)} = 0 . 
(1.13) 
( (X' ) /-£/£ u w an arbitrary but fixed minimum -C(/30) -norm g-inverse of the 
matrix X', i.e., a matrix satisfying the relations X^X')"/---./* \\X' = X' and 
((X'); ( E ( / 3 o ) )X')'£( /3 0) = £( /3 0)(X'); ( E ( / 3 o ) )X'). 
P r o o f . According to Theorem 1.1 a'Y + Y'AY is the /30 -LBLQUE of 
its mean value if and only if 
V{b'Y + Y ' D Y e O , , } 
£p, {(b'Y + Y'DY)(a'Y + Y'AY)} 
= <T2 [Tr(D + D') [^-£(/30)(A + A')£(/30) + X/30((A + A')X/30 + a) '£(/30)] 
+ ((A + A')X/30 + a) '£(/30)b} = 0. 
(1.14) 
By Theorem 1.2, for all b G KerX' and D = O G V, b'Y + Y 'DY belongs to 
Oiq and we have by (1.14) that 
V{b G KerX'} ((A + A')X/30 + a) '£(/30)b = 0, 
or, equivalently, 
V{£ e Rn} ((A + A')X/30 + a) '£( /30)( l - (X ' ) ; ( E ( / 3 o ) ) X')£ = 0, (1.15) 
where (K')m,^,Qo)) is an arbitrary but fixed minimum l£(/30)-norm g-inverse 
of the matrix X ' . 
By (1.15) it follows that 
((A + A')X/30 + a ) ' ( l - ( X ' ) ; ( E ( / 3 o ) ) X ' ) ' = O 
and therefore 
((A + A')X/30 + a) e Ker (I - (X')m ( E ( / 3 o ) )X') = l*((X')m(^o))X') , (1-16) 
where /i(Z„,*) = {Zu : u G R*} . 
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The relation (1.16) holds if and only if there exists a vector z G Kn that 
a = - ( A + A')X/30 + ( X ' ) ; ( E ( / 3 o ) ) X ' z . 
The necessity of (1.12) is proved. 
If in (1.14) we choose b = O E KerX ' , then according to Theorem 1.2 and 
(1.12) we obtain (1.13). The necessary condition of the theorem is proved. 
The sufficiency of (1.12) and (1.13) is easily obtained from (1.14). The theo-
rem is proved. 
For our investigations we still need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4. For arbitrary matrices A , X and vector (30 there holds 
3{z G R"} - (A + A')X/30 + (X ' ) ; ( E ( / 3 o ) ) X'z G KerX' 
-4=» 3 { z G R " } ( l - ( X ' ) ; ( E ( ^ o ) ) X ' ) ( - ( A + A')X/30) 
= - ( A + A')X/30 + ( X ' ) ; ( ^ o ) ) X ' z . 
P r o o f . 
3{z G R"} - (A + A')X/30 + (X ' ) ; ( E ( / 3 o ) ) X'z G KerX' 
<=* 3{z G R n } X'( - (A + A')X/30 + ( X ' ) ; ( E ( / M ) X ' z ) = O 
<*--» 3{z G R"} (X ' ) ; ( E ( / J o ) ) X' (A + A')X/30 = ( X ' ) ; ( E ( ; 8 o ) ) X ' z 
<=* 3{z G R"} - (A + A')X/30 + ( X ' ) ; ( £ ( / 3 o ) ) X ' z 
= (I - ( X ' W , ) ) X ' ) ( - (A + A')X/3 0 ) . 
The lemma is proved. 
2. Case R(X) = n = k 
LEMMA 2 .1 . If in model (1.1) R(X) = n — k, then the random variable 
a'Y 4- Y 'AY is an unbiased estimator of the functional a2(a + 6|e'X/3|) of 
•parameter P ( j E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ) if and only if 
a G KerX ' , (2.1) 
e;Ke, = 0 for all i e {{1,2, . . . ,n} - {j}} , e,JAeJ = l, (2.2) 
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X'(A + A')X = 0 . (2.3) 
P r o o f . The random variable a'Y + Y 'AY is an unbiased estimator of 
a2(a + fcle'.X^I)2 if and only if 
V{/3 € R*} 
£/9(a'Y + Y 'AY) = a'X/3 + /3'X'AX/3 + Tr A S = a2 (a + 6|e;X/3|)
2 
It means that for all (3 € Rk 
a'X/3 + /3'X'AX/3 + Tr AE(/3) 
n 
= a'X/3 + /3'X'AX/3 + a2a2 Tr A + 2o6<r2 ^ e ^ e ^ X ^ 
(2.4) 
І = l 
+ 0 V £ e ' , A e , ( e ; X / 3 )
2 
:<-'V + 2o6o>' (X/3| + 6 V ( e ; X / 3 )
2 , 
which is equivalent to the next three relations 
TrA = l , (2.5) 
n 
V{/3 G R*} a'X/3 + 2a6O2 ^ V ^ A e ^ X ^ = 2a6O-2|e;X/3| (2.6) 
i = l 
and 
\/{/3 e Rk} P'X'AXP + 6 V Y, e'iAei(e'iX/3)2 = 62O2(e;X/3)
2. (2.7) 
i = l 
From (2.6) we obtain that for all /3 <E Rk 
n 
a'X/3 + 2a6<r2 J%;Ae.;|e'.X/3| -= 2a6O-2|e;X/3|, 
i = l 
but also 
n 
-a'X/3 + 2o6o2 ^ e ; A e i | e ; X / 3 | = 2o6o
2|e',X/3| 
i = l 
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is valid. Thus 
V { / 3 e R * } a 'X/3 = 0 , (2.8) 
which is the relation (2.1). 
W i t h respect to (2.8) it follows from (2.6) tha t 
V{/3 e R*} ei A e i | e ' , X / 3 | + • • • + _;•_, A e > _ , \e'J_1Xf3\ 
+ (e'jAe} - l)\e'JXf3\ + e'j+lAeJ+l \e'J+lXp\ + ••• + e'nAen\e'nX/3\ = 0 . 
(2-9) 
As X is of full rank in rows, the last relation is equivalent to the next: 
V{u = ( u i , u 2 , . . . , u R ( x ) ) ' G R
R ( X ) } 
e i A e i | t / i | H [-e,j_lAej-i\uj..1\ + (e'jAej - 1)\UJ\ + h e ' n A e n | u n | = 0 , 
which is again equivalent to (2 .2) . 
From (2.7) considering (2.2) we have tha t 
V{/3<ER*} /3 'X 'AX/3 = 0 , 
which is equivalent to (2 .3) . The lemma is proved . 
COROLLARY 2 . 2 , If in model (1.1) is R(X) = n :_ k. then the f30 -LBLQUE 
of a2 (a = 6|e'X/3|) for any j G { 1 , 2 , . . .,n} does not exist. 
P r o o f . If a ' Y + Y ' A Y is the /3 0 -LBLQUE of a
2 (a + b\e'3X(3\)
2 , then 
it is obviously an unbiased est imator of a2 (a = fe|e'X/3|)2 and according to 
Lemma 2.1 A satisfies conditions (2.2) and (2.3). As R(X) = n !_ k, there 
exists a right inverse X ^ 1 of the matr ix X and a left inverse X'^" of the 
mat r ix X ' (see e.g. in [5, p . 19]). 
From (2.3) we obtain 
O = X'~L
lX'(A + A')XX-R
l = A + A', 
which is a contradiction to (2.2). So the /3G -LBLQUE (even any unbiased linear-




3. Case E = 7e's; 7 ± 0, | 7 | ^ 1 
LEMMA 3,1. If in model (1.1) E = ye'a, 7 / 0, M ^ 1 and s £ {1,2, 
. . . , n - 1}, then B G X> (see (1.2)-(1.4)) 1/ ana? only i/ e^Be, = 0 
. = 1,2,..., n and X'BX = O hold. 
P r o o f . 
V{/3 G R*} 
/ | e ; X ^ | 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 |e2X/3| . . . 0 
TrB = 0 
KX/311 V o 
V{/3 € R*} 
n - l 
5 ] eíBeileiX,^! + e',Be.|_.X,j8| + e'nBen |7enXi/3| = 0 
І=ì 
i*8 




5%;Bef-|u,i| + (e'^Be, + | 7 |e ' nBe„)|u, | = 0 
i = l 
i*3 
e'jBe, for i 6 {{l,2,...,n}-{s,n}} 
e;Be. + | 7 | e ' n B e n = 0 . 
V{/ЗєR*} TrB 
/|eiX/3| 0 ... 0 \ 
0 |e2X/3| ... 0 
V 0 ... |e'„X/3|1 
= 0 
and 
TrB = 0 
imply (with respect to conditions of the lemma) that 
e^Be; = 0 i = 1,2,... ,n . 
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T h a t is why the condition 
n 
x' (в + <r2ь2 ү^ e.e;Be.e'é)x = o 
t = l 
is of the form 
X ' B X = O 
and the lemma is proved. 
L E M M A 3 . 2 . If in model (1.1) E = 7e ' a , 7 ^ 0 , \j\ ^ 1 and s G {1,2 , 
. . . , n — 1} , then 
Olq = { b ' Y + Y D Y : X ' D X = 0 , b e K e r X ' , e ' . D e ^ O , i = l , 2 . . . , n } . 
P r o o f . The lemma is easy to proof according to Theorem 1.2 and 
Lemma 2.L 
L E M M A 3 . 3 . In model (1.1) with E = 7e'„, 7 ^ 0 , \i\ ^ 1, s G {1,2, 
. . . , n — 1} is a'Y + Y ' A Y the /30 -LBLQUE of its mean value if and only if 
3{z G R n } 3 7 G { R * 2 + n } that 
a = - ( A + A ' ) X / 3 0 + ( X ' ) m ( ^ o ) ) X ' z (3.1) 
and 
(E(/3 0 ) ® E(/3 0)) vec(A + A ' ) = X~i, (3.2) 
where (X')m (--- (go ) ) w an arbitrary but fixed minimum J^(f30)-norm g-inverse 
of the matrix X ' , ® means the Kronecker product (see e.g. [5, p. 11]), 
vec A n ? m = ( a n , a 2 ; i , . . . , a n i , a i 2 , a 2 2 , . . . , a n 2 , . . . , a i m , a 2 m , . . . , a n m ) 
and 
^ . i k H n = ( X ® X , e i ® e 1 ? . . . , e n ® e u ) . 
P r o o f . According to Theorem 1.3 a ' Y + Y ' A Y is the /3Q -LBLQUE of its 
mean value if and only if (1.12) and (1.13) hold. From Lemma 3.1 we have tha t 
if E = 7 e ; , 7 ^ 0 , | 7 | 7- 1 and s G { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 1} , then 
X>= { B n , n : e^Bei = 0 , i = l , 2 , . . . , n , X ' B X = O } . 
Using the formula 
T r A B = ( v e c B ' ) ' v e c A 
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and the equivalency 
A B C = O <=> vec ABC = ( C (x) A) vec B = O 
we obtain that 
{Dn ,n : DeV} = {D„,„ : vecD G Ker A"} . 
Thus we have the next equivalences: 
V{D € V) 
Tr(D + D'){ (r
2£(/3o)(A + A')£(/3o) + 2X/3 oz 'X[(X') ; ( S ( / 3 o ) ) ] 'E( /3o)}=0 
V{D G V) Tr(D + D')(<r2£(/30)(A + A')£(/30)) 
+ 2Tr(D + D')(X/30z'X[(X'), ; ( S ( / 3 o ) )] '£(/3o)) 
= Tr(D + D ' ) ( < T 2 £ ( / 3 0 ) ( A + A')£(/30)) = 0 
(because of X 'DX = X 'D 'X = O ) 
V{D G V) 
a2 TrD£(/30)(A + A')£(/30) + <r
2 TrD'E(/30)(A + A')E(/30) 
= la2 Tr DE(/30)(A + A')E(/30) = 0 
< ^ V { D e P } <T2TrDE(/3o)(A + A')E(/3o) = 0 
^=> V{DGl>} [vecE(^o)(A+A')E( /3 o ) ] 'vecD = 0 
<4=> 3 7 G {R*
2+n} (E(/30) ® E(/3o)) vec(A + A') = X~i. 
We see that (3.1) and (3.2) are equivalent to (1.12) and (1+3). The lemma 
is proved. 
LEMMA 3.4. In model (1.1) with E = 7e's, 7 ^ 0, |-y( ^ 1, s G {1,2 
n —1} a ' Y + Y ' A Y is an unbiased estimator of the functional a2 (a + 6|e'3X/3|) 
if and only if 
a G K e r X ' , (3.3) 
e'^Ae. = 0 for all i G { {1 ,2 , . . . , n) - {s} }, e'.Ae, = 1 (3.4) 
ana! 
X ' ( A + A ' ) X = O (3.0 1 
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hold. 
P r o o f . If we follow the proof of Lemma 2.1, we obtain that a 'Y + Y 'AY 
b\e'sX(3\)
2 if and only if 
TrA = l (3.6) 
is an unbiased estimator of O2 (a + b|e's /3|  if and only if 
(see (2.5)), 
a G K e r X ' , (3.7) 
V{/3 _ Rk} e\ Ae , |e'.X/9| + ••• + e',_, Ae,_, |e ' ,_1X/J| 
+ (e'sAes - l)|e'sX/3| + e s + 1 A e s + 1 |e's+1X/3| + • • • + e'nAen |e 'nX/3| = 0 (3.8) 
(see (2.9)) and 
n 





(see (2.7)) hold. 
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we obtain that (3.8) is equi-
valent to the next two conditions: 
e-Aet = 0 i = 1 , 2 , . . . , 6 - l , s + l , . . . , n - 1 (3.10) 
and 
( e ; A e a - l ) + | 7 | e ' n A e n = 0 . (3.11) 
Condition (3.6) together with (3.10) and (3.11) under the conditions of lemma 
are equivalent to (3.4). 
Relation (3.9) is now of the form 
V{/3eR*} p'x'Axp = 0, 
which is equivalent to (3.5). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.5. In model (1.1) with E = yes, 7 ?- 0, \j\ ^ 1, s G { 1 , 2 , . . . , 
n—1} is a ' Y + Y ' A Y an unbiased estimator of the functional a2 {a + 6|e'X/3|) , 
where j G {{1,2 , . . . ,n} — {s}} , if and only if 





•Ae t -=0 for all i e {{1, 2 , . . . ,n} - {j}}, e^Ae, = 1 (3.13) 
X'(A + A')X = 0 (3.14) 
hold. 
P r o o f . 
(i)Let j ' G { { l , 2 , . . , n - l } - M } 
Following the proof of Lemma 2.1 we obtain that a 'Y + Y ' A Y is an unbiased 
estimator of cr2(a + 6|e'X/3|) if and only if 
TrA = l , (3.15) 
a e K e r X ' , (3.16) 
n - 1 
V{ /3eR f c} Y, e;Ae,|e,X1/3| + ( e ^ A e j - l ) | e i X 1 / 3 | 
+ (e',Ae, + |7|enAen)|e',Xij9| = 0 (3.17) 




V{/3 G Rfc} /3'X'AX/3 + 6 V ] T ê  Ae.(e',X/3)2 = feV^X^)2 (3.18) 
i= i 
hold. 
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we obtain that (3.17) is 
equivalent to the next three conditions: 
e ' ,Ae ,=0 »G { { l , 2 , . . . , n } - {a,j,rt}}, (3.19) 
e'jAej = 0 (3.20) 
and 
e',Ae, + | 7 | e ' n A e n = 0 . (3.21) 
These three conditions together with (3.15) are equivalent to 
e'tAe, = 0 ie { { l , 2 , . . . , n } - {sj,n}} , 
e'sAes + e'jAej + e'nAe„ = 1, 
e'jAej = 1, e'sAes + |7|e'nAen = 0 , 
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which is again equivalent to the next two conditions 
e;.Ae,- = 0 ie { { l , 2 , . . . , n } - { j } } , (3.22) 
e'jAe; = 1 . (3.23) 
T h a t is why relation (3.18) is now of the form 
V { / 3 e R * } /3 'X 'AX/3 = 0 , 
which is equivalent to (3.14). Case (i) is proved. 
(ii) Let j = n. 
Instead of (3.17) we have 
n - l 
V{/3 G R*} Y, e . A e . | e . X , / 3 | + ( e > e . - | 7 | + | 7 | e ' „ A e „ ) | e . X 1 / 3 | = 0 , 
1 = 1 
which is equivalent to 
e -Ae t = 0 i G { { l , 2 , . . . , n } - {s,n}} 
and 
e '5Ae5 - | 7 | + | 7 | e ' n A e n = 0 . 
The last equations together with (3.15) are equivalent to 
e -Ae , = 0 i G {1,2, . . . , n - 1} 
and 
e ' n Ae n = 1 . 
The l emma is proved. 
Let us now investigate the problem of determining the /30 -LBLQUE of the 
functional a2 (a + b|e'aX/3|)
2 of f3 . 
The r andom variable a ' Y + Y ' A Y is the f30 -LBLQUE of its mean value if 
and only if (3.1) and (3.2) are valid (Lemma 3.3) and is an unbiased es t imator 
of the functional a2 (a + b\e'sX{3\)
2 if and only if (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) hold 
(Lemma 3.4). 
According to Lemma 1.4, relations (3.1), (3.3) and (3.5) are equivalent to 
a = - ( A + A ' ) X / 3 0 and (3.5). 
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Similarly we investigate the problem of determining the /30 -LBLQUE of the 
functional a2 (a + b|e;X/3|)2 for j e {{1,2 , . . . ,n} - {s}} . 
The random variable a 'Y + Y'AY is the f30 -LBLQUE of its mean value if 
and only if (3.1) and (3.2) are valid (Lemma 3.3) and is an unbiased estimator 
of the functional a2(a + b\e'jX(3\) for j G {{1,2, . . . ,n} — {s}} if an only if 
(3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) hold (Lemma 3.5). 
According to Lemma 1.4, relations (3.1), (3.3) and (3.14) are equivalent to 
a = - ( A + A')X/J0 and (3.14). 
We have outlined the proof of the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. In model (1.1) with E = *yeSJ 7 ^ 07 I7I ^ 1, s E { 1 , 2 , . . . , 
n - 1 } is a 'Y + Y 'AY the /30 -LBLQUE of the functional a
2(a + 6|e^X/3|)2 , 
where j G { l , 2 , . . . , n } if and only if 
a = - ( A + A')X/30 , (3.25) 
e ; A e t = 0 i € { { l , 2 - . . . - n } - { j } } - e jAe, -= 1, (3.26) 
X'(A + A')X = 0 (3.27) 
and 
37 e {R*2+n} (S(/30) <S> EOS.)) vec(A + A') = Xy (3.28) 
hold. 
Let us denote I* the nonsingular matrix of order n2 x n2 for which the next 
assertion is valid: 
V{An,n} rvecA = vecA'. 
For our further investigations we need the next three lemmas. 
L E M M A 3.7. 
v(I*X) = it(X). 
P r o o f . It is obvious that Ker X1 = Ker XT and (I*)' = I*. It is equiva-
lent to the statement of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.8. 
I*(V-l(/3o) ® S " 1 ^ ) ) = (V-\t3o) ® V-\t30))V. 
P r o o f . It is obvious that 
r ( e , ® e j ) = (ej ®e j ) . 
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That is why for i,j, k and I belonging to {1,2,..., n} there is 
( e ' i ® e ; . ) I * ( S -
1 ( / 3 0 ) ® S -
I ( ^ o ) ) ( e f c ® e , ) 
= " 7T, r.f( e. ® e i ) - * ( e - ® e ' ) 
(a + 6|e'fcX/3o|)
2(a + 6|e'(X/30|) 
(e- ® e'j)(ei ® ek) \2/ . f i ^ т * i \ 2 
(a + 6|e' tX/3o|)'(a + 6|e'/X/3o|)' 
_ ^..Qjfc  
~ (a + 6|e'fcX/3o|)
2(a + &|e',X/3o|)2 
= " Tin 72 ( e . ® e j ) ( e ' ® efc) 
(a + 6|e'iX/3o|)
2(a + 6|e;.X/3o|)2 ' 
= 7T, .r(e. ® e j )-*(** ® e ' ) 
(a + 6|e'iX/3o|)
2(a + 6|e;.X/3o|) 
= (ej 0 e;)(E-,(/30) ® E-
109.))r(e4 0 e,). 
(We note that o,-, = 0 for i ^ / and <5j = 1 for i = /.) The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let j £ {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} . There exists an n x n matrix A with the 
next four properties 
e ' i A e i = 0 for all i £ {{1,2 , . . . ,n} - {j}} , (3.29) 
ejAe,- = 1, 
(3.30) 
X'(A + A')X = 0 , (3.31) 
3 7 e { ] R *
2 + n } (E(/30)®E(/30))vec(A + A') = A'7 (3.32) 
if and only if 36 € {R*2+n} 
(X' 0 X')(I + I*)(E- !(/3o) ® V~\/30))X6 = O , (3.33) 
(e '1®e' i)(E-
1( /3o)®E-
1( /9o))A'o = 0 for all i £ {{1 ,2 , . . . ,n} - {j}} , 
(3.34) 
(ej ® e ; . )(E-
I( /30) 0 E -
1 ^ . ) ) ^ * = 2 . (3.35) 
P r o o f . From (3.32) we obtain 
vec(A + A ' ) = (E- 1 ( /3 0 )®E-
1 ( /3 0 ) )A '7 , (3.36) 
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but that implies 
(I+I*)vec(A + A') = 2vec(A + A') -=- ( I + r ) ( S - 1 ( / 3 0 ) ® S -
1 ( / 3 0 ) ) A ' 7 . (3.37) 
Relations (3.31) and (3.37) imply 
O = (X' ® X')2 vec(A + A') = (X' ® X')(I + V)(^-\(30) ® YT\p.))Xi, 
i.e. (3.33). 
From (3.29) and (3.36) we have for i G {{1,2,... ,n} - {j}} 
(e'i ® ej) vec(A + A') = (ej ® e ^ E " 1 ^ ) ® S " 1 ^ ) ) ^ = 0 , 
which is (3.34). 
From (3.30) and (3.36) we obtain 
2 = (e'j ® c;.) vec(A + A') = (ej ® e ^ E "
1 ^ ) ® E " 1 ^ ) ) ^ , 
which is (3.35). 
Now let us denote 
vec A = (S-Ҷ/Зo) ® Ъ-\ß0))xţ . (3.38) 
From (3.35) and (3.38) we have 
i = (e,. ® e ; . ) ( s-
1 ( i 9o) ® s "
1 ^ ) ) ^ ! - = (e;. ® e;.)vec A = e ; A e > , 
which is (3.30). 
Relations (3.34) and (3.38) imply for i € {{1,2 , . . . ,n} - {j}} 
0 = (e[ ® e' i)(S-
1(/3„) ® S ^ o ) ) * ! " = (e^ ® e'J vec A = e'^Ae^, 
which is (3.29). 
From (3.33) and (3.38) we have 
O = ( X ® X')(I +1*)(S-»(^o) ® S " 1 (/30))X6 
= ( X ® X')(I +1*)2 vec A = ( X ® X')2 vec(A + A ' ) , 
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which implies 
0 = (X '®X' )vec (A + A ' ) , 
i.e. 
X ' (A + A ' )X = 0, 
(relation (3.31)). 
Finally, according to Lemma 3.7 there exists ^ € R* + n that 
Using (3.38) and Lemma 3.8 we obtain that 
B { 7 = | + V € K*
2 +"} (E(/3.) ® E(/3.)) vec(A + A') 
= (E(/3.) ® E(/3.))(I + r ) ( E - 1 ( / 3 . ) ® E - 1 ^ . ) ) ^ ! 
= (E(/3.) ® E( /3 . ) ) (S- 1 (A, ) ® E- 1 ( /3 . ) ) ( I + I * ) * f = ^ 7 , 
which is the relation (3.32). The lemma is proved. 
We finish our considerations in this section with the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.10. In model (1.1) with E = 7e^, 7 ^ 0 , | 7 | 7- 1, s £ {1,2, 
. . . , n - l } is a 'Y+Y'AY the fl0-LBLQUE of the functional a
2 (a + b\e'jXfl\f, 
where j € { 1 , 2 , . . . , n} if and only if 36 G {R*2 + n} 
(X' ® X')(I + I * ) ( E - 1 ( ^ . ) 0 T,~\fla))X6 = O 
(e ' i®e' i)(E-
1(/3.)®E-1(/3.))A'«5 = 0 for all i € {{1,2 n} - {/}} , 
(3.39) 
(ê - ® e ; . ) (E- 1 (^ . ) ® X-\fl0))X6 = 2 . 
/ / (3.39) is consistent, then 
vec A = i-(E_ 1(/ . l«) 0 J^-\fl0))X6 
and 
a = - ( A + A')X/3. 
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P r o o f . The assertion of the theorem is a consequence of Lemma 3.6 and 
Lemma 3.9 and is omitted. 
We have shown that the existence of the j3Q -LBLQUE of the functional 
a2 (a + b\e'jXl3\)2 , where j G {1 ,2 , . . . , n} in model (1.1) with E = je's , 7 ^ 0 , 
I7I 4 1, s G {1, 2 , . . . , n — 1} is equivalent to the consistency of the linear system 
(3.39). 
R e m a r k 3.11. Equations (3.39) are consistent for j G {s,n} and are not 
consistent for j G { { l , 2 , . . . , n — 1} — {s}}. That is why in model (1.1) with 
E = 7 e ' 5 , 7 ^ 0 , |7| 4- 1, s G { L 2 , . . . , n - 1} the /30-LBLQUE of the 
functional a2 (a + 6|e'X/3|) for j G {s,n} exists and the f30 -LBLQUE of the 
functional a2(a + 6|e'-X/3|) for j G { { l , 2 , . . . , n — 1} — {s}} does not exist. 
The proof of this fact will be contained in Section 6.1. 
4. Case E = -ye'8, \*y\ = 1 
LEMMA 4 . 1 . If in model (1.1) E = 7e's, |-y| = 1, s G { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 1} , then 
BeV (see (1.2)-(1.4)) if and only if 
e'jBei = 0 for i £ {s,n} , 
e'sBes + e'nBen = 0 
hold. 
P r o o f . 
V Í J З Є K ' } T r B 







V{/3 € K*} ] T e íBe i l e íX^I + e',Be,|e',X,/3| + e'BBeB |7e'nX,/5| = 0 
1 = 1 
i*s 
<=> v{u- (u 1 , u 2 r . . , U n _ 1 ) ' eR
n - 1 } 
n - l 
5^ ejBe.lu.l + (e'sBe5 + e'BBe„)|u#| = 0 
1=1 
i*s 
<=> e[Bel =0 for i G {{1,2, . . . ,n} - {s,n}} 
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T r B = 0 
imply (with respect to conditions of the lemma) that 
e;-Be,- = 0 for ie {{1,2,... ,n} - {.s,n}} 
and 
e'sBes + e'nBe„ = 0. 
The third condition for B to belong to T> is now of the form 
X ' ( B + cr2b2(e,e;Be5e'5 + e n e ' n Be n e ' n ))X = O . 
Because of the equations 
X ' e n = 7 X ' e 5 , 
7
2 = 1 
and 
e'nBe„ = - e ' a B e 3 , 
we can write 
X ' ( B + cr 2 b 2 (e s e;Be s e; + e n e ' n Be n e ' n ))X 
= X ' B X + cr 2 b 2 X'e s e;Be,e;X - c r
2 b 2 7
2 X ' e s e ; B e , e ; X = X ' B X . 
The lemma is proved. 
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L E M M A 4 . 2 . If in model (1.1) E = -ye's , | 7 | = 1, s G {1, 2 , . . . , n - 1} , then 
a ' Y + Y ' A Y is the /3Q -LBLQUE of its mean value if and only if 
_{z<ER n } _ 7 G { R *
2 * " - 1 } 
that 
a = - ( A + A ' ) X / 3 0 + ( X ' ) ; ( s ( / 3 o ) ) X ' z (4.1) 
and 
(E(/30) ® E(/30)) vec(A + A ' ) = * l 7 , (4.2) 
where ( X ' ) m / E / / 3 n w an arbitrary but fixed minimum E( /3 0 ) -norm g-inverse 
of the matrix X ' and 
;fi = (X(g)X,e i (g )e i , . . . , e 5 _i (g)e s _i ,e s +i(g)e s +i , . . . ,en_i(g)en_i,e5cg)e s + e n cge n ) . 
P r o o f . The proof follows in the same way as the proof of Lemma 3.3 (with 
X\ instead of X) and is omitted. 
L E M M A 4 . 3 . If in model (1.1) E = je's , | 7 | = 1, s G {1, 2 , . . . , n - 1} , then 
a ' Y + Y ' A Y is an unbiased estimator of the functional O2(a + b\e'sX(3\) if 
and only if 
a e K e r X ' , (4.3) 
e ' .Ae; = 0 for all i G { { 1 , 2 , . . . , n} - { s ,n}} , e'sAe«, + e ' n A e n = 1 
(4.4) 
X ' ( A + A ' ) X = 0 (4.5) 
hold. 
P r o o f . Let us again follow the proof of Lemma 2.L We obta in tha t 
a ' Y + Y ' A Y is an unbiased est imator of a2(a + b\e'sX/3\) if and only if 
T r A = l (4.6) 
(see (2.5)), 
a G K e r X ' , (4.7) 
V{/3 G Rk} e\ A e i \e\Xf3\ + • • • + e ' ^ A e s _ ! \e's_xXf3\ 
+ (e's Aes - l ) | e ' s X/3 | + e ' s + 1 A e 5 + 1 | e ' a + 1 X/3 | + • • • + e'nAen \e
f
sX/3\ = 0 
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(see (2.9)) and 
n 




(see (2.7)) hold. 
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we obtain that (4.8) is equi-
valent to the condition (4.4). 
Because of the equality 
e'„X/3/3'X'e„ = 7
2e' .X/3/3'X'e. , 
condition (4.9) is now of the form 
V{/3eR*} /3'X'AX/3 = 0, 
which is equivalent to (4.5). The lemma is proved. 
Similarly we can prove the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. If in model (1.1) E = -ye's , \j\ = 1. s G {1, 2 , . . . ,n - 1} , then 
a'Y + Y'A1 
and only if 
' Y is an unbiased estimator of the functional a2(a + 6|enX/3|) if 
a e K e r X ' , (4.10) 
e^Ae, = 0 for all i e {{1,2, . . . ,n} — {s ,n}} , e^Ae. + e'nAen = 1 
(4.11) 
X'(A + A')X = 0 (4.12) 
hold. 
LEMMA 4.5. If in model (1.1) E = ye's , \*y\ = 1, s G {1, 2,. . ., n - 1} . then 
the random variable a 'Y + Y 'AY is an unbiased estimator of the functional 
a2 (a + b\e'jXP\) . where j £ {{1, 2 , . . . , n — 1} — {s}} , if and only if 
a e K e r X ' , (4.13) 
e'jAe,;= 0 for all i G { {V 2,. . ., n} — {7, 6, n}} , 
e'jAe, = 1, e'5Ae, + e'nAen = 0 (4.14) 
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and 
X ' ( A + A ' ) X = O i4.LV. 
hold. 
P r o o f . As in the proof in. previous lemmas. The crucial point of the proof 
is the condition 
V{/3 6 K*} e', A e , |e', X/3\ + • • • + _,-_, A e . _ , |e^_, Xy3j 
+ ( e ; -Ae . - +)\e']X(3\ + e ^ A e ^ i | e ; + 1 X / J | + • • • + e'„ Ae„ \e',X!3\ = 0 . 
which is equivalent here1 to the condition (4.14). Now it is easy to finish the 
proof. 
Let us now again investigate the problem of determining the f30 LBLQUE 
of the functional a2 (a + b|e^X/3j)2 of /3 for j G {s,n} . 
The random variable a ' Y + Y ' A Y is the /3 0 -LBLQUE of its mean value if 
and only if (4.1) and (4.2) are valid (Lemma 4.2) and is an unbiased es t imator 
of the functional a2 (a + b|e'X/3|) for j G {<s,n} if and only if (4.3), (4.4) and 
(4.5) (i.e. (4.10). (4.11) and (4.12)) hold (Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4). 
According to Lemma 1.4, relations (4.1), (4.3) and (4.5) are equivalent to 
a = - ( A + A ' )X/3 0 and (4.5). 
We have outlined the proof of the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4 . 6 . If in model (1.1) E = je'3, \y\ = 1 , .s e {1.2 ,M - 1 } . 
then the random variable a ' Y + Y ' A Y is the j3Q -LBLQUE of the functional 
a2 (a + b|e'X/3|)~ of (3 , where j G {s ,n} if and only if 
a = - ( A + A ' ) X / 3 0 , 
e ' A e t = 0 for all i G {{1, 2 , . . . , n} — {s, n]} , e ' 5Ae s + e ' nAe„ = 1 . 
X ' ( A + A ' ) X = O 
and 
3 7 e { R *
2 + " - ' } (£ ( / .» ) 0 £Q_ 0 ) ) veo(A + A ' ) = . V l 7 
hold. 
Similarly we investigate the problem of determination of the /3Q -LBLQUE 
of the functional a2 (a + b\ef}Xf3\)
2 of f3 for j G { { 1 , 2 , . . . , n) - {s, n}} . 
The random variable a ' Y + Y ' A Y is the /30 -LBLQUE of its mean value if 
and only if (4.1) and (4.2) are valid (Lemma 4.2) and is an unbiased es t imator 
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of the functional a2 (a + b!e^X/3 j) for j € { {1, 2, . . . , n } - {.s, n} } if an only if 
(4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) hold (Lemma 4.5). 
According to Lemma 1.4, relations (4.1), ^4.13) and (4.15) are equivalent to 
a = - ( A + A ' ) X / 3 0 and (4.15). 
We have outlined the proof of the next 1- in ma. 
L E M M A 4 . 7 . If in model (1.1) E = -yels , J7 | = 1, s G { l , 2 , . . . , n - 1 } , 
/hen ///,e random variable a ' Y + Y ' A Y is the /3C -LBLQUE of the functional 
a1 (a + b|e'X/3|) of j3 , where j G { {1, 2 , . . . . , n} — {.s, n} } i/ and only if 
a = - ( A + A ' ) X / 3 0 , 
e^-Aej = 0 for all i G { { 1 , 2 , . . . , n} — {;s, n} } , e'5Ae,, + e'nAen = 1 , 
X ' ( A + A ' ) X = O 
and 
3 7 G { R *
2 ^ - 1 } (E( /3 0 ) ® £( /3 0 ) ) vec(A + A ' ) = A ' l 7 
hold. 
To obta in our final result in this section we still need the next two lemmas. 
Their proofs are like the proof of Lemma 3.9 and are omit ted. 
L E M M A 4 . 8 . Let j G {,s,n}. There exists an n x n matrix A with the next 
four properties 
elAel = 0 for all i G { {1, 2 , . . . , n} — {<s,n}} , 
e's A e , + e'n A e „ = 1 , 
X ' ( A + A ' ) X = O , 
3 7 G { R *
2 - ^ - 1 } (E(/30) ® E(/30)) vec(A + A ' ) = A ' l 7 
if and only if 36 G { R ^ " " 1 } 
(X ' <g> X ' ) ( I + r ) ( S - 1 ( / 3 0 ) 0 V-\f30))X,6 = O , 
( e ; c ) e ; ) ( E - 1 ( / 3 o ) 0 < ) E - 1 ( / 3 0 ) ) A ^ = 0 for all ie {{V 2 , . . . , n } - {,s, n} }, 
(e's CS. es + e'n Cx) e ' J ^ "
1 (/3G) ® E "
1 ( / 3 Q ) ) A ^ = 2 . 
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LEMMA 4 .9 . Let j e {{1,2,... ,n} — {s,n}} There exists an nxn matrix A 
with the next five properties 
efvAe, = 0 for all i e {{1,2,... ,n} — {j,s,n}} , 
e'jAej = 1, 
e'.Ae. + e'nAen = 0 , 
X'(A + A')X = 0 , 
3 7 e {R*
2 + n - x} (S(/30) ® E(/30)) vec(A + A') = AW 
if and only if 36 G { R ^ " - 1 } 
(X ® x')(i + r)(s-1(^.) ® E-1^,))^* = O , 
(e ' i®e;)(E-
1( /3o)®E-
1( /3„))A'1« = 0 for all i e {{1,2 , . . . ,n} - {j,s,n}}, 
(e'j ® e',)(E-1(/3o) ® E " 1 ^ ) ) ^ * = 2 
(e'„ ® e', + e'n ® e'„)(E-
1(/3.) ® E ' 1 ^ . ) ) ^ * = 0. 
We finish our considerations in this section with the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.10 . / / in model (1.1) E-je's, \-y\ = 1, s e { l , 2 , . . . , n - 1} , 
then the random variable a 'Y + Y'AY is the /30 -LBLQUE of the functional 
a2 (a + fele^X^I) of /3 if and only if 
(i) case j e {s,n} 
36 e { R * ^ " - 1 } 
( X ® X')(I + I*)(E-1(/3o) ® E - 1 ^ ) ) ^ ^ = O 
(e' i®e',)(E-
1(/3o)®E-1(/3o))A'15 = 0 for all i e {{1,2 , . . . ,n} - {s,n}} 
(e's ® e', + e'n ® e'„)(E-
1(/30) ® E "
1 ^ . ) ) ^ * = 2. 
(4.16) 
(ii) case j e {{1,2,... ,n} - {s,n}} 
36 e { R * ^ " - 1 } 
(x' ® x')(i + r)(s-1(^„) ® .s-'os.))*,* = O 
( e ' i ® e ' i ) ( E -
1 ( / 3 o ) ® E -
1 ( ^ . ) ) A ' 1 5 = 0 for all i G {{1,2 , . . . ,n} - {j,s,n}} 
(e'j ® e',.)(E-1(^o) ® S " 1 ^ . ) ) ^ * = 2 
(e', ® e'. + e'n ® e'n)(S-
1(/30) ® E ^ o ) ) * ^ = 0. 
(4.17) 
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If (4.16) or (4.17) are consistent, then 
v e c A = - | - ( E - 1 ( i 9 o ) ® E " 1 ( i 9 o ) ) - V 1 * 
and 
a = - ( A + A ' )X /3 0 . 
P r o o f . The assertions of the theorem are consequences of Lemma 4.6 and 
Lemma 4.8 (in case (i)) and of Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.9 (in case (ii)). They 
are omi t ted . 
We have shown tha t the existence of the /30 -LBLQUE of the functional 
a2(a + b\e'jXP\)2 , where j G {s,n} in model (1.1) with E = ye'3 , '\*y\ = 1, 
s G {1, 2, ...,n — 1} is equivalent to the consistency of the linear system (4 .16) . 
The existence of the /30 -LBLQUE of the functional a
2 (a + b|e'X/3|) , where 
j G { { l , 2 , . . . , n } - { s , n } } in model (1.1) with E = ye'8, \j\ = 1, 
5 G {1, 2, . . . , n — 1} is equivalent to the consistency of the linear system (4.17). 
R e m a r k 4.11. Equat ions (4.16) are consistent and (4.17) are not consis-
tent . T h a t is why in model (1.1) with E = 7e'5 , I7I = 1, s G {1, 2 , . . . , n — 1} 
the /30 -LBLQUE of the functional a
2 (a + b|e';X/3\) for j G {«s,n} exists and 
for j G { {1, 2 , . . . , n} — {s, n} } does not exist. The proof of this fact will be in 
Section 6.2. 
5 . C a s e E = £ 7 t e ' s . 
t 
LEMMA 5 . 1 . If in model (1.1) E = • £ 7,-e',.. , 7; ^ 0 , Si G { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - l } for 
i= i 
1: = 1,2, . . . , r , t ^ 2 , then B G V (see ( 1 . 2 ) - ( 1 . 4 ) ) if and only if e[Bei = 0 
i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n and X ' B X = O are valid. 
P r o o f . First let us analyse the condition 
V { / 3 G R 1 } T r B 
/KX/3I 0 ... o \ 
0 \e'2Xp\ . . . 0 
- 0 . (5.1) 
V 0 ... |e'„X/J|/ 
If we denote A the class 
* 4 = {̂ « : i = 1 , 2 , . . . , r } , 
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then condition (5.1) (similarly see in the proof of Lemma 3.1) is equivalent to 
V{u = ( t t 1 , t t 2 , . . . , t t n ^ i y 6 R
n - 1 } 
n - l t t 
][>,iBel|tt,| + ] T ^ 
i= l j = i i = i 
ifA 
which is again equivalent to conditions 
e'^Be;, i i A (5.2) 
and 
V { ( t t . 1 , t t a a , . . . , t t J J ' € R
t : Si£A i = l , 2 , . . . ,*} 
t t 
53e ; i Be J . | t t - J . | + e n B e n | 5 ^ 7 i t t , . | = 0 . (5.3) 
j = i j = i 
If we choose uS2 = ttS3 = • • • = ttS| = 0, we get from (5.3) 
V{ttSl E R } e a i Be a i | u , 1 | + e n B e n | 7 i | | i i , 1 | = 0 
i.e. 
< B e „ = - e ' n B e n | 7 i | . 
In the same way we obtain 
e's.Bea i = - e n B e n | 7 i | j = 1,2, . . . ,*. (5.4) 
Because of t ^ 2, we can in (5.3) take uS3 = uS4 = • • • = uSt = 0 and we obtain 
V{ua. G R : i = l ,2} 
(5.5) 
e'Sl BeSl \uSl | + e'a2Bea2 \uS21 + e n Be n \yxu8l + 72tta21 = 0. 
According to (5.4) the last condition is of the form 
V{tta. G R : i = 1,2} 
/ r f>\ 
- e ' n B e n | 7 i l l M » i l - e n B e n | 7 2 | | u 3 2 | + e ' n Be n | 7 iw . 1 +7 2 u . 2 | = 0 . 
Condition (5.6) yields 
e'nBen = 0, (5.7) 
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because for u92 ^ 0 and u9l = — — u9l ^ 0 is 
- I T I | | - ^ - " » , | - I72IK.I = -2I7 . IKJ 7-0. 
If (5.7) is valid, we easily obtain from (5.4) that 
e ' , i B e . i - = 0 , j = l , 2 , . . . , * . (5.8) 
Conditions (5.2), (5.7) and (5.8) are necessary for (5.1) to be true. It is easily to 
see that they are also sufficient. 
We have proved that (5.1) is equivalent to 
e'jBej = 0 , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n . (5.9) 
According to (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) we can easily finish the proof. 
t 
LEMMA 5.2. If in model (1.1) E = ]£ 7«e'5., 7* ^ 0, *t- G {1 ,2 , . . . , n - 1} 
i=:l 
for i = 1,2, . . . ,£, t ^ 2, then the random variable a'Y + Y'AY is the 
(30 -LBLQUE of its mean value if and only if 3{z G R
n } 37 G {R*2 + n} that 
a , - ( A U ' ) X ^ o + ( X X W o ) ) X ' z 
and 
(S(/30) ® E(/38)) vec(A + A') = X-f, 
where (X')~/---/« n w an arbitrary but fixed minimum S(/30) -norm g-inverse 
of the matrix X ' . 
P r o o f . The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 3.3 and is omitted. 
t 
LEMMA 5.3. If in model (1.1) E = £ 7 ^ . , 7* ^ 0 , Si G { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 1} 
«==i 
for i = 1,2, . . . , t, t ^ 2, tn-en i/te random variable a'Y + Y'AY tj an unbiased 
estima\ 
only if 
tor of the functional cr2(a-f 6|e'X/3|) , where j G {1,2, . . . , n } , if and 
aGKerX', (5.10) 




X'(A + A')X = 0 (5.12) 
hold. 
P r o o f . The proof follows in the same way as the proof of Lemma 2.1. The 
crucial point is the relation 
V{/3GR*} e;Ae1 |eiX/_| + --- + eJ-_1Ae i_,|e,-_1X/J| 
+ (e'jAej - l)|e;-X/3| + eJ+1AeJ+1\eJ+lXf3\ + ••• + e 'nAen |e 'nX/3| = 0, 
which according to the proof of Lemma 5.1 is under our conditions equivalent 
to the relation (5.11) (because (5.1) is equivalent to (5.9)). 
Let us now investigate the problem of the determination of the /30 -LBLQUE 
of a2 (a + b|e'X/3|) . In the same way as in Section 3 or Section 4 we obtain 
the next theorem: 
t 
THEOREM 5.4. If in model (1.1) E = £ 7te_. , 7; 7- 0, Si ;E {1, 2 , . . ., n - 1} 
t = l 
for i = 1,2, . . . , r , t __: 2, then the random variable a 'Y + Y 'AY is the 
(30-LBLQUE of the functional a
2 (a + fe|e^X/3|)2, where j E { l , 2 , . . . , n } , if 
and only if 
36 e {R*2+n} 
(X' ® X')(I + r ) (E~ 1 ( /3 0 ) ® E-\f3o))X6 = O 
(e[ ® e,t)(E~
1(f3o) ® E-\j30))X6 = 0 for all 1 E {{1, 2 , . . . , n} - {j}} , 
(e;- ® e ^ E " 1 ^ ) ® E " 1 ^ ) ) ^ = 2 . 
(5.13) 
7/ (5.13) is consistent, then 
vec A = - i (_ r 1 ( /5 0 ) ® I T ^ / J o ) ) * * 
ana7 
a = - ( A + A')X/30 . 
We have shown that the existence of the /30 -LBLQUE of the functional 
2 * 
o2(a + b|e;X/3|) , where jf E {1,2, . . . ,n} in model (1.1) with E = _>__ 7_e'a| , 
t = i 
7i =/ 0, 5,- E {1,2,. . ., n — 1} for _ = 1 ,2 , . . . , . , £ __: 2, is equivalent to the 
consistency of the linear system (5.13). 
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R e m a r k 5.5. Equations (5.13) are consistent for j £ {s\ , 5 2 , . . . , ^ } and 
are not consistent for j £ { s j , ^ , . . . , ^ } . That is why in model (1.1) with 
E = £ 7 - < > 7i ^ 0, Si, e { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 1} for i = l , 2 , . . . , r , t ^ 2 , the 
1 = 1 
/3Q-LBLQUE of the functional <r
2(a + 6|e'X/3|) for j E {s i ,S2, . . . ,S|} e x i s^s 
and for j £ {51,62,... ,5^} does not exist. The proof of this fact will be in 
Section 6.3. 
6. Existence of the /3Q-LBLQUE of a
2 (a + b|e^X/3|)2 
It is shown in Section 2 that in the case R(X) = n f£ k the /30 -LBLQUE 
of O2 (a + fe|e^X/3|) does not exist for any j G {1 ,2 , . . . , n} (Corollary 2.2). In 
other investigated cases is the existence of the /3Q -LBLQUE of a
2 (a + b|e'X/3|) 
equivalent to the consistency of linear systems (3.39), (4.16), (4.17) and (5.13) 
(see Theorem 3.10, Theorem 4.10 and Theorem 5.4). Let us now investigate the 
consistency of the above mentioned systems in each case separately. First let us 
write some lemmas needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 6 .1 . Let us denote 
((a + Цe^XflolГ1 0 . . . 0 \ 
E~(A>) = 
0 (a + Ь\e'2Xflo\)~ . . . 0 
V 0 ... (a + b\e'nXflo\)-
lJ 
For i = 1, 2 , . . . , n there hold 
4 ( e ; ® e ; ) ( E - 1 ( A ) ® E - 1 ( / 9 0 ) ) 
= (e, ® e,)(E-^(/3o) ® £ ~ >(/30))(I + I*)(I + I*)(£-*(j9„) ® £- .-(/30)) , 
(6.1) 
2(I + r ) ( E - 1 ( i 9 o ) ® E -
1 ( / 3 o ) ) 
= (E- i ( /3 0 ) ® E-"(/3o))(I + I*)(I + I*)(E-"(/30) ® E-i(flo)). (6.2) 
P r o o f . The proof is based on similar considerations as in Lemma 3.8 with 
( £ ~ 2 ( / M ® £~£(/30)) "-stead of ( E
_ 1 (/30) (g) E




LEMMA 6.1.2.1. The vector d0 G R"
2 with components 
d°0° = 4(a + b\e'3Xf30\)
2, 






g = 0, for (p,q)^(s,s) and (p,q)^(n,s) 
is a solution to (6.14), (6.15) and (6.16) for j = s. 
P r o o f . Using (6.5) it is easy to see that d0 satisfies (6.15) and (6.16). 
(i) If p= 1,2,. . . , 6 - 1,6 + l , . . . , n - 1, q = 1 ,2 , . . . , . - 1,6 + 1,... ,n - 1 
and p £ q, then according to (6.6) 
(eP ® e
f
g)((In-hn-i,yes) ® (In-hn-Uye3))Bd0 
= (efp ® e'q)Bd0 = * , . | > Y f l Ad
p
0
q + d?) = 0 , 
(a + b\e'pX(30\)(a + b\eqX(30\) 
(ii) if p = 1,2, . . . , 5 — l,5 + l , . . . , n — 1, q = p, then 
(ep ® e
/ . )((In_i,n_1 ,7e5) eg) (In-hn-U je3))Bd0 
= (e'p®e'p)Bd0= .*..2*o>=0, 
(a + b\e'pX(30\) 
(iii) ifp = l ,2 , . . . , 5 — l,6 + l , . . . , n — 1, q = s, then 
K ® e ^ ^ I n - j ^ - j ^ e , ) ® (In_1)n_1,7e5))Z_?d0 = (e'p ® (e, + 7 e n ) ' ) # d 0 
1 
(a + b\e'X/30\)(a + b\e'3X/30\) W+d?) 
+ (a + b\e'pX/30\)(a + b\e>nX(30\)
(<C + ^ " ° ' 
(iv) i f p = 6, q = 1,2, . . . , 6 — l,6 + l , . . . , n — 1, then 
( e J , ® e ' f f ) ( ( I n - i , n - i , 7 e a ) ® ( I r i - i , n - - i . 7 e a ) ) 5 d 0 = ((es + 7
e n ) / 0 e / _ ) / 3 ? d o 
1 (ds0
q + dY) 
(a + 6|e',X/..|)(a + &|e'JX/..|) 
_ (dnq 4- dqn\ — D 
+ (a + 6 |e '„X^|)(a + 6|e;X/3.|)1 ° + d° }~°' 
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(v) if p — s, q = s, then 
(e'p _ )e '_ ) ( ( I n _ 1 , n _ 1 , 7e . ) ® ( I n _ i , n _ i , 7 e . ) ) _ ? d 0 = ( ( e s + 7 e n ) ' ® ( e . + 7 e n ) ' ) # d 0 
2 << + r , _, , v _ ,w , _ , v _ ,xK" + <C) (a + 6|e ' ,X/30 | )2 ° (a + & | e ' , X / . . | ) ( a + & | e B X / 3 o | ) 
27 2 
+ =-- 5-dT = 8 - 8 = 0 . 
(a + 6|e'„X/3o|)2 
We see tha t d 0 is also a solution to (6.14). The lemma is proved . 
L E M M A 6 . 1 . 2 . 2 . The vectord0 G R
n with components 
d™=4(a + b\e'nXfl0\)
2, 
d™ = - 4 7 ( a + b\e'nXfl0\) (a + b\e'sXfl0\) , 
< g = 0 , for (p,q) ^ (n,n) and (p,q)^(n,s) 
is a solution to (6.14), (6.15) and (6.16) for j = n. 
P r o o f . Proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 6.1.2.1 and is omit ted . 
It is evident now tha t equations (6.14), (6.15) and (6.16) are for j G {.s, n} sol-
uble and (6.13) is satisfied. Tha t is why equations (3.39) are for 
j G {s,n} consistent and in the case E = ye's; 7 7̂  0 , I7I ^ 1 , s G {1,2, 
. . . , n - 1} there exists the flQ -LBLQUE of a
2 (a + b\e'sXfl\)
2 and of 
a2(a + b\e'nXfl\)
2. 
6 . 2 . C a s e E = 7e'5 , | 7 | = 1 . 
6 . 2 . 1 . E s t i m a b i l i t y o f a2(a + b\e'jXfl\)2 for j G { { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 1} - {s}} . 
According to Theorem 4.10 in model (1.1) with E = je's, 7 ^ 0 , 
| 7 | ^ 1, s G { l , 2 , . . . , n - 1} the fl0 -LBLQUE of a
2 (a + b^Xfltf , where 
j G { {1, 2 , . . . , n — 1} — {s}} exists if and only if equations (4.17) are consistent. 
It is easy to see tha t these equations are equivalent to 
X[BB'X16 = T), (6.17) 
where r)k>+n-hi = ( O
f
f c 2 a , f ; ) ' , f> = (f?\ # \ - - • J(n-i)Y « a vector with 
components / j j ) = 1 and / ^ = 0 for jfc G { { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 1} - {j}} if 1 5, j < s 
or / j ^ = 1 and f[]) = 0 Jb G { { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 1} - {j - 1}} if s < j ^ n - 1 . 
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Similarly as in Section 6.1 we have that (6.17) is consistent if and only if 
_ { d 0 E R
n 2 } X[Bd0 = 7). (6.18) 
We can write equations (6.18) as 
( X ' ® X')Bd„ = O t M , (6.19) 
/ e i ® e'i \ 
~3-l ^y - s _ i 
= 5+1 ^ C 5 + l 
- n _ l V У - П _ I 
Bd0 = î3 (6.20) 
(6.21) 
\ e ^ e ' 5 | e ' j e ' n / 
In the same way as in Section 6.1 we can write equations (6.19) as 
(X i eg) X i ) ( ( I n _ i , n _ i , 7 e s ) eg) ( I n - i , n _ i , 7 e 5 ) ) B d 0 = O , 
which is again satisfied if and only if 
( ( I n - l , n - l , 7
e a ) ® ( I n - l , n - l , 7 e a ) ) ^ d o = O . 
But for p E { { 1 , 2 , . . . , n — 1} — {s}} according to (6.5) 
(e'p eg) e p ) ( ( I n _ i , n _ i , 7 e 5 ) eg) ( I „ - i . n - i , 7
e * ) ) # d o 
= (e'p®e'p)Bd0= *YRtf*o> = 0, 
(a + b\epX{30\) 
which is a contradiction to (6.20). Tha t is why (6.18) and backward (6.17) an1 
not consistent. The /3Q -LBLQUE of a
2 (a + b|e^X/3|)2 in the case E = 7e'9 , 
I7I = 1 does not exist for every j E {{1 ,2 , . . . , n — 1} — { s } } . 
6 . 2 . 2 . E s t i m a b i l i t y o f a2(a + b|e^X/3|)2 for j E { s , n } . 
According to Theorem 4.10 in model (1.1) with E = je's , 7 / 0 . I7 | 7̂  1 . 
s E {V 2 , . . . , n - 1 } the /3 0 -LBLQUEof O
2(a + b|e;X/3|)2 for ./ E {s. 7.} exists 
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if and only if equations (4.16) are consistent . As formerly these equat ions are 
consistent if and only if 
3 { d 0 G R "
2 } 
(X', ® X i ) ( ( I n _ i , B _ i , 7 e . ) ® ( I „ - i , „ - i , 7 e - ) ) B d „ = 0 , (6.22) 
(ej <g> e',)Bd0 = 0 for i _ {{1,2, . . . , n } - {s,n}}, (6.23) 
(e'. ® e', + e'_ ® e ' n ) B d 0 = 8 . (6.24) 
T h e matr ix (X'j ® X'.) is of full rank in columns a n d t h a t is why (6.22) is 
satisfied if and only if 
( ( I „ - i , B - i , 7 e a ) <8> (I»- i ,n- i ,7e-))B«-o = O . (6.25) 
2 
LEMMA 6 . 2 . 2 . 1 . The vector d0 G IR
n wt-fc components 
_ r = 4 ( a + 6 | e ' s X/3 0 | )
2 , 
ď0
B = - ^ ( a + 6 | e ' . X i _ . | )
i , - ^ (  + b|e'.X^0|)
2 
w a solution to (6.25). (6.23) and (6.24). 
P r o o f . T h e proof is the same as the proof of L e m m a 6.1.2.1 and is omit ted . 
We only note t h a t case (v) of the proof holds because of the equalities 
|e ' B X/5. | = lEX/J.I = |7e ' .X,/3. | = M K X i / 3 0 | = | e ' . X / 3 0 | . 
Equat ions (6.22), (6.23), (6.24) and backward (4.16) are consistent and so 
exists the /3 C -LBLQUE of a
2(a + 6 |e^X/3|) 2 for j G {$,rc} in (1.1) in the 
considered case E = ye's , \j\ = 1 . 
t 
6.3. Case E = X. 7 i < • 
t = i 
According to Theorem 5.4 in the case E = ^ He'Si •> 7t ^ 0? Si G {1,2, 
i = l 
. . . , n - l ) for i = 1 ,2 , . . . , r , t ^ 2, the /3C -LBLQUE of a
2 (a + b|e;X/3|)2 , 
where j G {1,2,. . . , n} , exists if and only if equations (5.13) are consistent. As 






(X; ® X ' , ) ( ( l n _ 1 , n _ 1 , ^ 7 , e . , . ) ® ( l B _ l i B _ , , 5 ^ 7 . e . . ) ) f í d 0 = 0 , 
/ e', ® e', \ 
\ e ' „ ® e ' B / 
Bá0 = 8ЄJ 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
As Xi ® Xi is of full rank in columns, we have that (6.26) is satisfied if and 
only if 
t t 
((l„_,,n_,, Y, 7.e..-) ® (ln-l,n-l,Yt'n
e'l))Bdo = ° ( 6 2 8 ) 
І = l 1 = 1 
6.3.1. Estimability of a2(a + o|e^X/3|)2 for j $ {su s2, • • • , st} . 
If j ^ {6i,6 2,. . . ,6(} , then according to (6.5) and (6.28) there is 
t t 
(e j-®eJ)(( l„_ 1 > n _i ,5^7ie J . ) ® ( l „ - i . „ - i , ] T 7*e 5 | ))/?d 0 
(e ;®e; . )ßd 0 = d»=0, ,2 0 
(O + b|e;X/30|)^ 
which is a contradiction to (6.27). That is why (5.13) is for j £ {si, 62 , . . . , st} 
not consistent and the /3Q-LBLQUE of cr
2(a + b|e^X/3|)2 for j £ {sx, s2,... , st} 
does not exist. 
6.3.2. Estimability of a2(a + b\e)X(3\)2 for j € {sus2, • • • , s J . 
LEMMA 6.3.2.1. For j £ {51,52,.. ., st} the vector d0 G M
n un^ compo-
nents 
^ = 4 ( a + 6|e;X/3o|)2, 
a * r = 2 ^ i ( a + 6|e'X/30 |)(a + fc|e'u)X/30|) /or w> £ {{^, , s 2 , . . . ,st}-{.,}} , 
«T = - - ( « + fc|e;X/3o|) (a + 6|e'nX/30|) = d»J , 
d»i = 2 ^ H ( a + 6|e'sX/3o|)(a + 6|e'X/30|) /or 3 G {{s , , « 2 , . . . ,.s«} - {/}}, 
T[j] 
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and the other components are zero, is a solution to (6.27) and (6.28). (Here 7r 
t 
means the term belonging to index w e {s i ,s 2 , • • • ,s<} in the sum Y] 7 te' .) 
P r o o f . Using (6.5) it is easy to see that d0 satisfies (6.27). 
(1) K Pt { { l , 2 , . . . , n - 1} - {$i ,s2 , . . . ,6*}} , q e { 5 i , 5 2 , . . . , 5 l } , then 
t t 
( e ; ® e , g ) ( ( l n _ i > n - i , ^ 7 l - e a i . ) ® ( l n - i , n - i , J2 7.e-,))-3d0 
i=i i= i 
- - (e ;®(e < 7 + 7Men)
,)I5d0 
1 
(a + òҢX/ЗolHa + èҢX/Зol) 
« я + dЩ 
+ \a + b\e>pXf30\)(a + b\e>nX^^ 
(2) if p e { { l , 2 , . . . , n - 1} - {si,62,...,$*}} , g £ { 5 i , 5 2 , . . . , 6 t } , then 
i = i i = i 
in both cases p = q and p ^ q, 




g ) ( ( l n _ i , n _ i , ^ 7 I e 5 . ) ® ( l n - i , n - i , ^ 7 . e 5 , ) ) / 5 d 0 
i = l i = l 
= ((ep + 7[p]
en)' ® (e<7 + 7[?]en)
/)/3d0 
1 
(a + 6|e'X/30 |)(a + 6|e;X/Зo|) W+d?) 
+ (a + 6|e'nX/30|)(a + 6|eiX/3o|)
1 ° + o ) 
+ (a + 6|e'pX/3o|)(a + 6|e'nX/3o|)
1 ° + ° j 
+ — _ _ 2 _ — d » » = o, 




(4) if p E { { s i , s 2 , . . . , s * } - {>}} , q t { s i , s 2 - . . . , s < - } , i.e. also O 7- j and 
q ^ p is valid, then 
* t 
(ep®e'g)((ln._i jn._i,^7 t-ea.J ® ( l n- i ,n- i , ^ 7ies, J J#d 0 
i = l t = l 
= ( ( e P + 7 b ] e n ) ' ®e'q)Bd0 
= (a + 6|e;X/30 |)(a + 6 | e ; X / 3 0 | )
K ' + ^ 
+ (a + 6KX^ 0 | ) (a + 6 |e;X/30 | )^
 + *' j U ' 
(5) if p £ {{5 i ,5 2 , . . . , 5 t } - { j}} , a = p , then 
t t 
(e'p ® e'g)^In_i,„_i,^7,-e5 | .J ® (ln-i,n-i, ] P 7te5, J J#d 0 
i=i i= i 
-= ((ep + 7b]
en) ; <8> (eP + 7[p]en)')/3d0 
_- /71»P J 2__ t,dnp 4. APn\ 
(a + b|e;X/30|)
2 ° + ( a + 6|e'nX/30|)(a + b|e;X/30|)
1 ° + " j 
+ — 2<C=0 , 
(a + bKX/30|)
2 
(6) if p E {{5i ,5 2 , . . . ,5 t } - { > } } , ? = j , then 
t t 
(e'p ® e g ) ( ( l n - l , n - l , ^ 7 i e s . J ® ( l n - l , n - l , ^ 7 « e 5 l J J / 3 d 0 
i = l i = l 
= ( (e p + 7[P]e n) ' ® (e> + 7 [ j ] e n ) ' ) ^ o 
= (7+ b\e'pX/30\)(a + 6|e;-X/30|)
(d" + ^ 
J 2__ (dnj -+. djn) 
^ (a + 6|enX/30|)(a + b|e;X/30|)
V ° ^ ° ' 
2k] (dPn 4 Jn^) 4 2__ ,Inn 
(a + b|e;X/30|)(a + bKX/30|)
1 " + ° j (a + b|e'nX/30|)
2 ° 




ESTIMATION IN A SPECIAL STRUCTURE OF THE LINEAR MODEL 
(7) if p = j , qe { { s i , $ 2 , . . . , s t } - { i } } >
t h e n 
t t 
!P ® e i ) ( ( l n - i , n - i , ^ 7 i e a , ) <8> ( I n - i , n - i , y ^ 7 t e 3 . ) ) g d 0 
i = l 1=1 
e3 + 7[ j]
en) ' (8) (eq + 7[ g ]e„ ) ' )Bd 0 
= - (djq + dgi) 
(a + b|e;.X/30|)(a + 6|e'gX/30 | )
V ° ^ o) 
4 _I_ Mn<7 + dqn) 
^ ( a + 6 | e n X / 3 0 | ) ( a + 6|e'gX/30 | )
V ° ^ ° ; 
+ __] M>" + dnj) + ______] dn 
^ ( a + 6|e;X/30 |)(a + 6|enX/30 |)
1 ° + ° ^ ( a + 6 | e n X / 3 0 | )
2 ° 
= 4 ^ I - 7 [ „ - - - = 0, 
7M W J7[ i ] 




g)^In._i,n_1,^7 ieSt) eg) (ln_i,n_i, 5^7i
e-,-))£d0 
i = l i = l 
= ((e ;+7[ i ]en) '®e ' g )Bd 0 
= i (djq + a"7-7) 
(a + 6|e;X/30 |)(a + 6|e;X/30|)^ ° ^ °
 j 
+ 2_J (dUq + d? n ) _r 0 
+ (a + 6|enX/30 |)(a + 6|egX/30 | )
i d° + * ' j U ' 
(9) if p = j , a = j , then 
(e'p ®e'q)( ( l n _ ] ) n _ i , ^ 7 l e 5 | . ) <g> ( l n _ 1 ; n _ i , ^ 7 , e 5 | . ) ) # d 
= (o 
P  j , q  i , t  
e   e g ) ( I - i , - i , ^ 7 i e 5 l  (8) I - i , - , y ^ 7 t e ^ . ) , 
i = l i = l 
v(ei + 7[j]en)' _> (e j + 7[j]en)')^d0 
_ dJJ A __-! fa771-7 + a7-771) 
(a + 6|e;.X/30 | )
2 ° (a + 6 |e n X/3 0 | ) (a + b|e;.X/30|)
V ° ° ; 
27r2i I + Л JПП 
(« + 0|e'nX/Зo|)
2 " 
' T[» — = ° 
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We see t h a t for p = 1, 2 , . . . , n — 1, a = l , 2 , . . . , n — 1, 
t t 
(e'P ® e'q)((ln-i,n-i,Y^'yiest) ® ( l n - i , n - i , ^ 7 « e 5 l ) ) R = 0, 
i = l i = l 
i.e. the vector d 0 is also a solution to (6.28). T h e lemma is proved . 
For j G {si, 52, • • • , st} equations (6.26) and (6.27) are consistent, t h a t 
means also (5.13) is soluble and in this case there exists the (30 -LBLQUE of 
<r2(a + 6|e;X/3|)2. 
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